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About This Game

Pilot a ship around asteroids, planets, singularities. Learn how to put your ship into orbit, sling shot, and use gravity to your
advantage...
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Perform precise maneuvers to smash orbs, avoid enemy fire, and line up the perfect shot to take down Graviturus...

Move your way through the 35 levels (3 boss levels) in this highly challenging game. Play to beat the levels, play to improve
your high scores, and for a greater challenge play on a harder difficulty...
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Beautiful GPU-accelerated particle effects...

Three difficulty settings, and three ships to unlock. In the easier difficulty modes you are shown your projected trajectory,
unlockable Perks to help you get past levels you're stuck on...

Build your own levels, share them, download levels other people have made, and more!
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Additional Credits:

UX Designer, Trailer, SFX: David Torreiro
Marketing, Community Manager: Hannah Adams

Build master: Matt Johnston
Testers: LZ, Arinoth, Democedes, others.
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Title: Gravitura
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Chadams Studios
Publisher:
Chadams Studios
Release Date: 17 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Dual Core 2.3 GHZ

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Iris Pro 630

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Best played with a two button mouse

English
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The game itself is alright, but the Spring web lobby is just ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. I verified it and had to re-download most of the files.
I repeated the process 3 times and the spring web lobby is stuck on loading every time I open it.. I actually forgot this game
existed until recently. Black Mirror II ends pretty definitively (or so it seems). That said, I'm glad i rediscovered it and decided
to play, as the Black Mirror series are some of my favorite point and clicks and III adds a lot to the series.

For one thing, there is a marked difference, in my opinion, in how coherent the storyline is. The first game was interesting, but
sort of all over the place - if there's one thing that forcing a more linear rigidity does give to a game, it's the gift of coherence.
With II becoming more linear, it was slightly more understandable what you were doing at any given time and why, and this one
seems to have really maxed that trait out.

This is a very interesting and dark point and click horror game that fans of the genre will really enjoy, whether or not they have
played the first two (it does a good job of introducing characters and events previously used in the series without being too
hamfisted.) The locations are fun to explore and the plot has lots of depth. If you're into history, family dramas, insanity studies,
or atmospheric creepers you'll have a good romp with this one. It's also a long game, with many things to poke around in, so
you're likely to be entertained for a while. Can't wait to see the final version of this game.
It's totally worth the money !
The graphic is so cool !

+ Steam Trading Cards. Short, SHORT game. Just 8 puzzles total or something. And half of them make no sense whatsoever.
Only consider getting it when it has a ridiculous price reduction because it still has a neat artistic style to it but that's all there is
to say about it, really.. A fairly simple platformer in which you can spend a few hours, at first the game may seem easy, but after
10 levels I often die of enemies or just fall.
Several times accidentally out of the game because I wanted to put the game on pause by clicking on the button Esc.. These
sequel delivers a new move called the MELTER as well as THE USE OF TWO SWORDS AND TWO OF THE SAME GUN
AT THE SAME TIME....THE BADDIES ARE NOW SPAWNING FASTER THAN BEFORE AND COMING AT YOU
HOT AND HEAVY!!! OUR CHARACTER HAS WENT FROM BEING A "Survivor of the Mosh Pit" to the "Blade Saint"
and now IS LITERALLY ALMOST GOD LIKE....TRAVEL ONCE MORE INTO THE MOSH PIT On the DESERTS OF
ULTAKAAR AND SLAUGHTER THE HORDE!!!. Hi, just recently finished your visual novel. I enjoyed it very much. I hope
that there will be future chapters that expand the story further through out there time at the university. Definitely would like to
see more.:)
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The U.I. is incredible

But that's about it
Full of bugs, incredibly laggy
I can't even hire employees, they're just free ghosts.
I can publish the worst phone known to man with the worst ratings and sell out in days.
And it takes like thirty seconds for any menu to even load\/. Would be fun, I imagine, if it didn't cut off the bottom third of the
screen upon launch.. Motorstorm: The Clone Version

Yes, this is basically the copy of Motorstorm or if you will, an off-road version of Burnout. Now I know what you think - those
are some big names you are dropping - and I am, this game undeniably has that moment-to-moment "fun" factor of the
aftermentioned games. You have the boost meter, ramps to catch big air, and glorious crashes. Also, ignore the negative reviews
that are complaining how this isn't the same game as the first 1NSANE game, that game was more a crashfest and kind of an
Unreal Tournament but with cars. This is clearly a different game, a proper racing game in the veins of Burnout/Motorstorm
and there is nothing wrong with it.

There are 4 surroundings for the numerous maps, Europe, America, Africa and the Antartica and the bunch of game modes,
usual variations of the classic racing, gate/checkpoint hunting, and catching the flag. The career mode is classic stuff, you
compete in many races, win points, use that points to unlock small upgrades for your car and at certain points you unlock new
cars. Speaking of cars there are a few categories like dune buggies, SUVs, 4x4 trucks, big rigs and monster trucks. The music is
ok, just ok, nothing special just usual rock themes appropriate for high-speed furious racing.

This game definitely surprised me with its quality. It is one of those games that are definitely, good but not AAA good. So
maybe just A? It is a category almost lost in the industry. Today we only have expensive AAA games and small indie ones. Do I
recommend this game? Hell yes. If you are a fan of Burnout, Motorstorm, maybe even ATV Offroad Fury games - get this gem
right now.. A definite must-have for any point and click, whodunnit fan.
It is one of my favourite Sherlock games, along with the Serrated scalpel and Nemesis (to some extent). The more recent games
have seen an increase in morbidity, verging on horror, which is a no buy stamp for me.

This game is not your average point and click adventure, as the difficulty does not rely in inventive ways of combining items,
but in interpreting the information you gather through discussions, observations, documents, just like Sherlock would. You have
to enjoy sifting through lots of dialogue, names, places etc. in order to reach a certain conclusion.
If you don't, then it's not the game for you.
The animations are well done, even though where are some issues with the movement of the characters, and they add nicely to
the overall atmosphere.

All the answers are logical in the end, you just need to pay attention and consider everything. Also, you feel very good and smart
when you get them right!. The only difficulty in the puzzles is all the incessant clicking that is required. Short and not very
interesting. Some pretty backgrounds, but cheesy voice-acting.. Wtf did I just played. You will enjoy playing it for the first few
hours as you're getting to know the game. Then, after the 2 hour return time has passed, you'll begin to realise how deeply
flawed the game is. I will explain certain aspects of this in a moment. But first I want to share: You can be like me, and ignore
the "negative" reviews, spend 30 euro\/dollars on it, and then come to regret your decision. If you're going to make a game, or
anything really, why not make it the best game you can make? I'm not talking about perfectionism, I'm talking about offering
something to others that you have tested and tried out yourself, especially if you're asking money for it. It's clear the creators of
this game have not really tried playing the game themselves, or thoroughly tested it, for it would become clear to them that there
are some huge design flaws in the game that make it (in my honest experience) unplayable after a short while. In my case with
only 11 hours of game time.

The "negatives":

1. You can only build a limited number of buildings per area, usually around 3. This could potentially work if it were better
designed, but in this case, it turns the game into a grinding experience. There will be minutes at a time where the entire
gameplay comes to a halt because you lack the resources to grow, whether that be growing your army, or simply your overall
economy. Perhaps you need more food for example. Well, you also use food to claim new territories. If you need to expand to
that new area where there are deer or fish for example, but don't have the food necessary yet, you might literally have to wait 5
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to 10 minutes until you're able to claim the new area. And, if you're already at your building max for the areas you have, you
will not have space for other buildings you might need for further income (such as coins which are important and which require
either a market\/trading place or a shipyard). However, it is possible to do a one time "upgrade" of an area for 100 coins, which
will allow you to place 1 additional building. But if you're already low on coins you cannot upgrade the area...but you also need
to upgrade it so you can place that coin generating building such as the market place (huh?). What ends up happening is, again,
that you will literally be staring at your screen for minutes at a time as the gameplay comes to a standstill, as you wait for the
required resource for you to make the upgrade. It feels similar to those 'free-to-play' games that have timers on everything,
except in that case if you buy the full version the timers may go away...with this game you'll pay the full price and experience
the same game-halting design flaw in place.

2. Your entire game's process can be wiped out literally within (around) 3 minutes. After a few hours of gameplay you'll begin
to get a feel for how to start the game for a slightly better result. You might have more food and wood than in earlier games,
your coins will be looking somewhat good. But you'll soon run into the same problems as mentioned earlier, where the game
grinds to a halt. The game features "natural disasters" such as mice plagues, volcanic debris, earthquakes, etc. Perhaps this
sounds fun or interesting in concept, but when the game is already a true grinding experience, with minutes at a time where
you're just waiting for the right amount of resources, these disasters turn the game into a disaster from a design standpoint,
because you'll then need to use the resources you've patiently been harvesting to repair buildings that have caught fire due to the
earthquakes and volcanic debris for example. This simply adds to the wait time for you to progress. Perhaps this sounds fun to
some people, it seemed interesting and entertaining to me at first, but unfortunately it simply adds to the grind and adds little to
no fun. Now here comes the most frustrating part, which actually prompted me to quit the game and write this review
immediately. I was already disappointed with the game, but decided to give it another shot (I had tried to request a refund after
around 5 hours of gameplay, but unfortunately was denied it). So I wanted to try and make the most of the money I spent on it. I
played another vs. AI single player game (not campaign which has the exact same issues). I was "getting underway", had around
12 areas claimed and with buildings on them. I had a strong sized army of around 10 or 11 units, and I was busy conquering one
of the AI's territories. Suddenly an earthquake hit causing numerous buildings to catch fire. The buildings were my food
generating buildings (and during winter when food production is already lower). To repair buildings you need wood, during
winter there is less. It's possible to stock up on wood a little, but I had used the wood (which is your main resource for making
buildings) to build additional breweries. Without breweries, your population will be deeply unhappy, which will simply stop new
villagers (which are builders\/workers\/gatherers) from being produced. Even if you have lots of food, wood, and coins banked,
along with a strong army, without breweries your population will still be deeply unhappy. This is in and of itself such a lack of
gameplay depth. But anyway... so in order to get out of that halt of growth, you're pretty much forced to place breweries and use
villagers to fill them up. This costs wood to build. So after doing my best to really take care of all the needs, investing for
greater happiness and thus using wood, a random earthquake suddenly causes my main food production buildings to catch fire.
This was random as any building can catch fire, but listen. I had just used wood to attempt to upgrade my village's happiness, in
order to increase\/resume production of villagers\/workers. And so I had to use the remaining wood to repair these buildings,
meaning I had no firewood anymore to keep warm during the winter. And so the happiness levels plummeted even more. I did
not have the wood to repair the buildings, and as food was already low (due to the lack of workers in general because of the
superficial and flawed happiness system in the game), my villagers then started starving. And within around 2-3 minutes, most
of my army units and workers began dying of starvation. So I spent around 50 minutes finally getting underway, finally having a
somewhat decent army and economy, and due to the flawed happiness system in the game, lost it all within a few minutes,
making all the patience endured, and the grinding, a waste of time. I've tried playing multiple games, with the intention to
understand the mechanics, so to speak, and get good at it. But as an experienced RTS player and gamer in general, I can honestly
say that this was not a lack of skill or due to poor decisions on my part, but simply that the game's mechanics and design are
flawed and don't work well together. Which creates a very frustrating experience.

3. Shallow combat, poor worker map coverage (you don't get a worker to build something, you simply place a building
somewhere and if you have a worker nearby they will automatically construct it. But if you place the building in an area without
workers you will have to manually find a worker which will drag your camera to the worker's location, then you actually have to
scroll around the map again looking for that building and then click it, and your worker will run all the way over to that area.
Becomes frustrating in late game when the map is larger)

Positives: Beautiful atmosphere and artwork (which makes it such a shame that the gameplay is so poor, as the foundation is
quite beautiful), music. Had they taken the time to truly create deep qualitative gameplay, then combined with the beautiful
artwork\/atmosphere, it could have been quite a gem of a game. If you must try it, wait for a sale, but trust me that it's not worth
its current full price of 30 euro\/dollars. Perhaps alright for a very casual gamer, but will frustrate experienced players. Fun, but
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tense. Excellent difficulty balance - although the difficulty ramps up quite quickly, but perserverence will get you through.
Eventually.

Everything looks beautiful and the game is loads of fun to play.. This is the most relaxing route. Recommended.
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